
The soft crack of a branch wakes you abruptly from your slumber. A cold wind moves 
through the treetops, rustling the leaves.
The animals of the forest are hunting again. You watch them scurry past your hiding place 
as your stomach rumbles with hunger.
You must choose the perfect moment to scavenge for food yourself, but if your instincts 
fail you, hunter will become prey in this untamed struggle for survival.

ContentS

A card game of hiding and hunting for 2 to 5 players ages 8+
By Brett J. Gilbert & Matthew Dunstan

25 animal cards, divided into 5 sets of 5 cards: 1 bear, 1 wolf, 1 lynx, 1 owl, and 1 mouse.

5 overview cards

25 food markers

1 rulebook

Spare parts service: You have purcha-
sed a quality product. If a component 
is missing or there is any other reason 
for a complaint, please contact us: 
www.pegasus.de/ersatzteilservice.
We wish you many entertaining hours 
with this game.  
Your Pegasus Games Team

Alia has played a wolf (2), an owl (4) 
and a mouse (5).  
This results in 2 + 4 + 5 = 11 points.

Ben has played a bear (1), a wolf (2) and 
a lynx (3).  
That makes 1 + 2 + 3 = 6 points for him.

So Alia gets 2 food markers. Ben receives 1 food marker.

Example: If a player has collected 5 or more food markers, the game ends.
Otherwise, play another round. Take all 5 animal cards into your hand again. Any 
players that were eaten are also back in the game.

end of the game
The first person to collect 5 or more food markers wins the game.
If several people succeed at the same time, play continues until a single player has 
collected the most food markers.

Carmen receives 1 food marker. Dori does not receive a food marker.

Carmen played a bear (1), an owl (4) and 
a mouse (5);  
this gives her 1 + 4 + 5 = 10 points.

Dori played a mouse (5), but was eaten.
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PREY ANOTHER DAY

Das leise Knacken eines Astes weckt dich jäh aus deinem Schlummer. Ein kalter Wind 
zieht durch die Baumkronen und lässt die Blätter rascheln. Die anderen Tiere des Waldes 
sind wieder auf der Jagd. Du siehst, wie sie an deinem Versteck vorbeihuschen. Auch 
dein Hunger wird immer größer. Wähle den richtigen Moment, um selbst auf die Jagd zu 
gehen. Doch wenn dein Instinkt dich im Stich lässt, wirst du schnell selbst zur Beute bei 
dieser Schnitzeljagd.

Spielmaterial

Ein ungezähmtes Kartenspiel für 2 – 5 Personen ab 8 Jahren  
Von Brett J. Gilbert & Matthew Dunstan

25 Tierkarten – Aufgeteilt in 5 Sets mit je 1 Bär, 1 Wolf, 1 Luchs, 1 Eule, 1 Maus

5 Übersichtskarten

25 Futtermarker

1 Anleitung

Ersatzteilservice: Du hast ein Qualitätsprodukt gekauft. Falls ein Be-standteil fehlt oder ein anderer Anlass zur Reklamation besteht, wende dich bitte an uns:  www.pegasus.de/ersatzteilservice.Wir wünschen dir viele unterhalt-same Stunden mit diesem Spiel. Dein Pegasus Spiele Team

Alia hat Wolf (2), Eule (4) und Maus (5) 
ausgespielt.  
Das ergibt 2 + 4 + 5 = 11 Punkte.

Ben hat Bär (1), Wolf (2) und Luchs (3) 
ausgespielt.  
Das macht für ihn 1 + 2 + 3 = 6 Punkte.

Damit bekommt Alia 2 Futtermarker. Ben erhält 1 Futtermarker.

Beispiel: Hat jetzt noch keiner mindestens 5 Futtermarker erbeutet, spielt ihr einen neuen 
Durchgang.. Nehmt wieder alle 5 Tierkarten auf die Hand.  
Auch wer zuvor gefressen wurde, ist nun wieder mit dabei.

Ende deS Spiels
Wer als Erstes 5 oder mehr Futtermarker erbeutet, gewinnt das Spiel.
Gelingt das mehreren Personen gleichzeitig, spielen alle weiter, bis jemand eindeutig 
gewonnen hat.

Carmen erhält 1 Futtermarker. Dori erhält keinen Futtermarker.

Carmen hat sich für Bär (1), Eule (4) und 
Maus (5) entschieden;  
somit hat sie 1 + 4 + 5 = 10 Punkte. 

Dori hat die Maus (5) ausgespielt, 
wurde aber gefressen.
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SCHNITZELJAGD
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Goal of the game
The first player to collect at least 5 food markers will win the game.

Setup
• Each player places 1 overview card 

in front of themselves and takes 
a single set of animal cards into 
their hand, i.e. bear, wolf, lynx, owl, 
mouse.

• Put all the food markers in the 
middle of the table as a supply.

Game overview
The game takes place over multiple rounds and comprises one to three hunts. At the 
beginning of each new round, all players take into their hands their set of 5 animal 
cards.
Players will hunt at least 1 time and a maximum of 3 times in a single round.
Each hunt consists of 3 phases:
Going on another hunt or starting a completely 
new round is decided after each hunt in phase 
3. End of the hunt.

1. Play animal
Select 1 animal card from your hand and place it face down in front of you.
If you are eaten during the course of a round (see “2. Calling animals”), you are elimi-
nated for the rest of the round. You do not play any more animals during this round.

Example: Alia, Ben, Carmen and Dori are playing the 2nd hunt of a round. During the course 
of the hunt, Ben is eaten. He is eliminated for this round. Alia, Carmen and Dori survive. So 
in the 3rd hunt that follows, Ben does not play. After the 3rd hunt, this round will end and a 
new one begins. From this point on, Ben is also back in the hunt again.

2. Calling animals
The youngest player at the table now looks at their overview card and calls out the 
animal with the lowest number, the bear.
All players that played the called animal card must now turn it over.
Important: The player calling out the animals should reveal their own card only at the 
moment they call out the corresponding animal.

No animal revealed:
Nothing happens.

Exactly 1 animal is revealed:

The player revealing the animal may now hunt exactly 1 other animal. You hunt by 
naming an animal with a higher number. So the bear can hunt the wolf, lynx, owl or 
mouse. The lynx can only choose between the owl and mouse.
All those that have played the chosen animal must now reveal it. They have been 
eaten and are eliminated for the rest of the round. As a sign to the others that you 
have been eliminated from the current round, place your remaining hand cards face 
down in front of you on top of your played cards.
The animal you played remains face up in front of you.
Example: Alia is the only one at the table who has played a bear. 
She decides to hunt the owl and calls it out. Ben and Carmen have 
played owls and must now reveal them. They have been eaten and 
do not hunt for the rest of the round. Alia leaves the bear card face 
up in front of herself.

2 or more animals have been revealed:

Unfortunately, you cannot agree which of you gets to hunt first and in the mean-
time, all your preys have found a safe hiding place. There is nothing left for you to 
hunt, but at least you have survived the hunt.
Leave the played card face up in front of you.

Then call out the animal with the next highest number: the wolf 
after the bear. Continue calling out the animals in order until all the 
played animal cards in this round have been revealed. During the 
next hunt, the next player in clockwise order will be the one to call 
out the animals.

1. Play animal

2. Calling animals

3. end of the hunt

3. end of the hunt
At the end of each hunt, check:

Another Hunt

• Have several players survived and 
this was not the 3rd hunt? Then 
the survivors start another hunt. 
Important: All animal cards played 
remain in front of you. You only have 
the remaining cards in your hand at 
your disposal.

end of a RoUnd
Only at the end of a complete round (up to 3 hunts)  
are food markers distributed.

DistRibUtion of the food markers

1 person has survived:

If only 1 person survived (because all others were eaten), this person  
receives 2 food markers. All others go empty-handed in this round.

2 or more people have survived:

All survivors now add up the numerical values of their 3 played animals.  
These are the points for the distribution of the food markers.
• Whoever scores the most points receives 2 food markers.  

If there is a tie, all those involved in the tie each receive 2 food markers.
• The other survivors each receive 1 food marker.
• All those who have been eaten receive no food markers.

 

End of the Round

• Is there exactly 1 person that survi-
ved the hunt? Then the round ends 
immediately and the food markers 
will be distributed.

OR
• Was this the 3rd hunt of the current 
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These are the points for the distribution of the food markers.
• Whoever scores the most points receives 2 food markers.  

If there is a tie, all those involved in the tie each receive 2 food markers.
• The other survivors each receive 1 food marker.
• All those who have been eaten receive no food markers.

 

End of the Round

• Is there exactly 1 person that survi-
ved the hunt? Then the round ends 
immediately and the food markers 
will be distributed.

OR
• Was this the 3rd hunt of the current 

round? Then the round also ends 
immediately and the food markers 
will be distributed.

Goal of the game
The first player to collect at least 5 food markers will win the game.

Setup
• Each player places 1 overview card 

in front of themselves and takes 
a single set of animal cards into 
their hand, i.e. bear, wolf, lynx, owl, 
mouse.

• Put all the food markers in the 
middle of the table as a supply.

Game Overview
The game takes place over multiple rounds and comprises one to three hunts. At the 
beginning of each new round, all players take into their hands their set of 5 animal 
cards.
Players will hunt at least 1 time and a maximum of 3 times in a single round.
Each hunt consists of 3 phases:
Going on another hunt or starting a completely 
new round is decided after each hunt in phase 
3. End of the hunt.

1. Play animal
Select 1 animal card from your hand and place it face down in front of you.
If you are eaten during the course of a round (see “2. Calling animals”), you are elimi-
nated for the rest of the round. You do not play any more animals during this round.

Example: Alia, Ben, Carmen and Dori are playing the 2nd hunt of a round. During the course 
of the hunt, Ben is eaten. He is eliminated for this round. Alia, Carmen and Dori survive. So 
in the 3rd hunt that follows, Ben does not play. After the 3rd hunt, this round will end and a 
new one begins. From this point on, Ben is also back in the hunt again.

2. Calling animals
The youngest player at the table now looks at their overview card and calls out the 
animal with the lowest number, the bear.
All players that played the called animal card must now turn it over.
Important: The player calling out the animals should reveal their own card only at the 
moment they call out the corresponding animal.

No animal revealed:
Nothing happens.

Exactly 1 animal is revealed:

The player revealing the animal may now hunt exactly 1 other animal. You hunt by 
naming an animal with a higher number. So the bear can hunt the wolf, lynx, owl or 
mouse. The lynx can only choose between the owl and mouse.
All those that have played the chosen animal must now reveal it. They have been 
eaten and are eliminated for the rest of the round. As a sign to the others that you 
have been eliminated from the current round, place your remaining hand cards face 
down in front of you on top of your played cards.
The animal you played remains face up in front of you.
Example: Alia is the only one at the table who has played a bear. 
She decides to hunt the owl and calls it out. Ben and Carmen have 
played owls and must now reveal them. They have been eaten and 
do not hunt for the rest of the round. Alia leaves the bear card face 
up in front of herself.

2 or more animals have been revealed:

Unfortunately, you cannot agree which of you gets to hunt first and in the mean-
time, all your preys have found a safe hiding place. There is nothing left for you to 
hunt, but at least you have survived the hunt.
Leave the played card face up in front of you.

Then call out the animal with the next highest number: the wolf 
after the bear. Continue calling out the animals in order until all the 
played animal cards in this round have been revealed. During the 
next hunt, the next player in clockwise order will be the one to call 
out the animals.
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3. End of the hunt
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The soft crack of a branch wakes you abruptly from your slumber. A cold wind moves 
through the treetops, rustling the leaves.
The animals of the forest are hunting again. You watch them scurry past your hiding place 
as your stomach rumbles with hunger.
You must choose the perfect moment to scavenge for food yourself, but if your instincts 
fail you, hunter will become prey in this untamed struggle for survival.

ContentS

A card game of hiding and hunting for 2 to 5 players ages 8+
By Brett J. Gilbert & Matthew Dunstan

25 animal cards, divided into 5 sets of 5 cards: 1 bear, 1 wolf, 1 lynx, 1 owl, and 1 mouse.

5 overview cards

25 food markers

1 rulebook

Spare parts service: You have purcha-
sed a quality product. If a component 
is missing or there is any other reason 
for a complaint, please contact us: 
www.pegasus.de/ersatzteilservice.
We wish you many entertaining hours 
with this game.  
Your Pegasus Games Team

Alia has played a wolf (2), an owl (4) 
and a mouse (5).  
This results in 2 + 4 + 5 = 11 points.

Ben has played a bear (1), a wolf (2) and 
a lynx (3).  
That makes 1 + 2 + 3 = 6 points for him.

So Alia gets 2 food markers. Ben receives 1 food marker.

Example: If a player has collected 5 or more food markers, the game ends.
Otherwise, play another round. Take all 5 animal cards into your hand again. Any 
players that were eaten are also back in the game.

end of the game
The first person to collect 5 or more food markers wins the game.
If several people succeed at the same time, play continues until a single player has 
collected the most food markers.

Carmen receives 1 food marker. Dori does not receive a food marker.

Carmen played a bear (1), an owl (4) and 
a mouse (5);  
this gives her 1 + 4 + 5 = 10 points.

Dori played a mouse (5), but was eaten.
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PREY ANOTHER DAY

Das leise Knacken eines Astes weckt dich jäh aus deinem Schlummer. Ein kalter Wind 
zieht durch die Baumkronen und lässt die Blätter rascheln. Die anderen Tiere des Waldes 
sind wieder auf der Jagd. Du siehst, wie sie an deinem Versteck vorbeihuschen. Auch 
dein Hunger wird immer größer. Wähle den richtigen Moment, um selbst auf die Jagd zu 
gehen. Doch wenn dein Instinkt dich im Stich lässt, wirst du schnell selbst zur Beute bei 
dieser Schnitzeljagd.

Spielmaterial

Ein ungezähmtes Kartenspiel für 2 – 5 Personen ab 8 Jahren  
Von Brett J. Gilbert & Matthew Dunstan

25 Tierkarten – Aufgeteilt in 5 Sets mit je 1 Bär, 1 Wolf, 1 Luchs, 1 Eule, 1 Maus

5 Übersichtskarten

25 Futtermarker

1 Anleitung

Ersatzteilservice: Du hast ein Qualitätsprodukt gekauft. Falls ein Be-standteil fehlt oder ein anderer Anlass zur Reklamation besteht, wende dich bitte an uns:  www.pegasus.de/ersatzteilservice.Wir wünschen dir viele unterhalt-same Stunden mit diesem Spiel. Dein Pegasus Spiele Team

Alia hat Wolf (2), Eule (4) und Maus (5) 
ausgespielt.  
Das ergibt 2 + 4 + 5 = 11 Punkte.

Ben hat Bär (1), Wolf (2) und Luchs (3) 
ausgespielt.  
Das macht für ihn 1 + 2 + 3 = 6 Punkte.

Damit bekommt Alia 2 Futtermarker. Ben erhält 1 Futtermarker.

Beispiel: Hat jetzt noch keiner mindestens 5 Futtermarker erbeutet, spielt ihr einen neuen 
Durchgang.. Nehmt wieder alle 5 Tierkarten auf die Hand.  
Auch wer zuvor gefressen wurde, ist nun wieder mit dabei.

Ende deS Spiels
Wer als Erstes 5 oder mehr Futtermarker erbeutet, gewinnt das Spiel.
Gelingt das mehreren Personen gleichzeitig, spielen alle weiter, bis jemand eindeutig 
gewonnen hat.

Carmen erhält 1 Futtermarker. Dori erhält keinen Futtermarker.

Carmen hat sich für Bär (1), Eule (4) und 
Maus (5) entschieden;  
somit hat sie 1 + 4 + 5 = 10 Punkte. 

Dori hat die Maus (5) ausgespielt, 
wurde aber gefressen.
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The soft crack of a branch wakes you abruptly from your slumber. A cold wind moves 
through the treetops, rustling the leaves.
The animals of the forest are hunting again. You watch them scurry past your hiding place 
as your stomach rumbles with hunger.
You must choose the perfect moment to scavenge for food yourself, but if your instincts 
fail you, hunter will become prey in this untamed struggle for survival.

ContentS

A card game of hiding and hunting for 2 to 5 players ages 8+
By Brett J. Gilbert & Matthew Dunstan

25 animal cards, divided into 5 sets of 5 cards: 1 bear, 1 wolf, 1 lynx, 1 owl, and 1 mouse.

5 overview cards

25 food markers

1 rulebook

Spare parts service: You have purcha-
sed a quality product. If a component 
is missing or there is any other reason 
for a complaint, please contact us: 
www.pegasus.de/ersatzteilservice.
We wish you many entertaining hours 
with this game.  
Your Pegasus Games Team

Alia has played a wolf (2), an owl (4) 
and a mouse (5).  
This results in 2 + 4 + 5 = 11 points.

Ben has played a bear (1), a wolf (2) and 
a lynx (3).  
That makes 1 + 2 + 3 = 6 points for him.

So Alia gets 2 food markers. Ben receives 1 food marker.

Example: If a player has collected 5 or more food markers, the game ends.
Otherwise, play another round. Take all 5 animal cards into your hand again. Any 
players that were eaten are also back in the game.

end of the game
The first person to collect 5 or more food markers wins the game.
If several people succeed at the same time, play continues until a single player has 
collected the most food markers.

Carmen receives 1 food marker. Dori does not receive a food marker.

Carmen played a bear (1), an owl (4) and 
a mouse (5);  
this gives her 1 + 4 + 5 = 10 points.

Dori played a mouse (5), but was eaten.
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PREY ANOTHER DAY

Das leise Knacken eines Astes weckt dich jäh aus deinem Schlummer. Ein kalter Wind 
zieht durch die Baumkronen und lässt die Blätter rascheln. Die anderen Tiere des Waldes 
sind wieder auf der Jagd. Du siehst, wie sie an deinem Versteck vorbeihuschen. Auch 
dein Hunger wird immer größer. Wähle den richtigen Moment, um selbst auf die Jagd zu 
gehen. Doch wenn dein Instinkt dich im Stich lässt, wirst du schnell selbst zur Beute bei 
dieser Schnitzeljagd.

Spielmaterial

Ein ungezähmtes Kartenspiel für 2 – 5 Personen ab 8 Jahren  
Von Brett J. Gilbert & Matthew Dunstan

25 Tierkarten – Aufgeteilt in 5 Sets mit je 1 Bär, 1 Wolf, 1 Luchs, 1 Eule, 1 Maus

5 Übersichtskarten

25 Futtermarker

1 Anleitung

Ersatzteilservice: Du hast ein Qualitätsprodukt gekauft. Falls ein Be-standteil fehlt oder ein anderer Anlass zur Reklamation besteht, wende dich bitte an uns:  www.pegasus.de/ersatzteilservice.Wir wünschen dir viele unterhalt-same Stunden mit diesem Spiel. Dein Pegasus Spiele Team

Alia hat Wolf (2), Eule (4) und Maus (5) 
ausgespielt.  
Das ergibt 2 + 4 + 5 = 11 Punkte.

Ben hat Bär (1), Wolf (2) und Luchs (3) 
ausgespielt.  
Das macht für ihn 1 + 2 + 3 = 6 Punkte.

Damit bekommt Alia 2 Futtermarker. Ben erhält 1 Futtermarker.

Beispiel: Hat jetzt noch keiner mindestens 5 Futtermarker erbeutet, spielt ihr einen neuen 
Durchgang.. Nehmt wieder alle 5 Tierkarten auf die Hand.  
Auch wer zuvor gefressen wurde, ist nun wieder mit dabei.

Ende deS Spiels
Wer als Erstes 5 oder mehr Futtermarker erbeutet, gewinnt das Spiel.
Gelingt das mehreren Personen gleichzeitig, spielen alle weiter, bis jemand eindeutig 
gewonnen hat.

Carmen erhält 1 Futtermarker. Dori erhält keinen Futtermarker.

Carmen hat sich für Bär (1), Eule (4) und 
Maus (5) entschieden;  
somit hat sie 1 + 4 + 5 = 10 Punkte. 

Dori hat die Maus (5) ausgespielt, 
wurde aber gefressen.
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